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CORRIDOR OF DOOM
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HARD / 6+ SURVIVORS / 90 MINUTES

There has been a Xeno attack on the intergalactic meatball factory. 
The Xenos are swarming its corridors in search of juicy meatballs. 
To escape the Xeno attack, we must locate the most important 
rooms of Fika (our resting places filled with coffee machines), blast 
our way through the corridor of doom, and reach the exit. 

Materials needed: Zombicide: Dark Side, Zombicide: Invader.
Tiles needed: 01-V, 02-V, 08-V, 09-V, 16-V, & 17-R.  

OBJECTIVES

Make your escape! Reach the Exit with all Survivors. Any 
Survivor may escape through this Zone at the end of their Turn, 
as long as there are no Xenos in it.
To celebrate your victory, please eat a cinnamon bun, courtesy 
of our winning fan, Hannah.

SPECIAL RULES

• Setup: Place 4 Noise tokens on top of each Machine 
Activation token. These Machine Activation tokens are not 
removed during the End Phase: they mark the locations of 
the Fika Zones. The corresponding Noise tokens are not 
removed as well.

• Caffeine-powered bot. The bot can only be activated by 
Survivors with the Remote control: Bot (or Remote control: 
All) Skill. Survivors standing in a Fika Zone may activate it as 
well by discarding a Noise token as the Machine Action is 
performed. Remove the Machine Activation token along the 
last Noise token: the coffee machine is exhausted, and the 
Bot cannot be activated from here anymore!

• Sealed shut. The Green Door can only be opened by a 
Ranged Machine Action performed by the Bot.

• Save some for me! Each Prototype weapon token gives 5 
Experience Points and a Prototype weapon of their choice 
to the Survivor who takes it. They can freely reorganize their 
inventory. 
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